C5 Rodeo
641 Barely Satisfied

Owner: C5 Rodeo
SB

Used 4 yrs pro rodeo solid good bronc cowboys like this horse can
be used anywhere

24 Dakota Twist
Owner: C5 Rodeo
Bareback

Used 4 yrs in BB only. Great horse, solid, little hard to handle but ok.
Big league kind. Been marked 22-23pts this year. This horse needs to
go to more rodeos. Got too many.
Video:
https://www.facebook.com/16731530/videos/10101711716174028/

D28 Crossfire
Owner: C5 Rodeo
BB

Used 5 yrs. Solid, been to all big rodeos no issues. 18-20pts marks
depending on rider. Started to switch to SB this year needs to go to
more rodeos. Got too many.
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85 Blue Jeans

Owner: C5 rodeo
BB

Outstanding horse he's been marked 22 and he's been marked
18. They can win any rodeo in the world on him he has been
known to stall but has not all year but his reputation has hurt
him. Will work for anybody else. Calgary Ponoka Houston they
one on him everywhere formely NFR horse could go back but not
knowing when and only some times he stalls.
Video: https://youtu.be/mW9fVLMpwGc

731 Rockefeller

Owner: C5 Rodeo
Saddle Bronc

Used 3 or 4 yrs pro rodeo purchased at Las Vegas futurity marked good he
bucks, no issues. Just too many horses only reason for selling.

17 Cody Brown
Owner: C5 Rodeo
Bareback

Used 5 yrs. Solid BB but has been used in saddle bronc some in
the past. Had a little issue, will lean against the chute and throw
a fit but then stand up and go. Not bad you just got to know
that. Good solid horse, we don't use him enough.
Video: https://youtu.be/9nlPQ-BiWM0
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610 Classic Blaze
Owner: C5 Rodeo
Saddle Bronc

Good SB have won pro rodeos this year. Hard to handle you got
to watch this horse but cowboys like this horse. Got too many,
someone will wonder why we’re selling but we had problems in
bad set ups. Good set ups no problems. Big league horse.

Y11 Why Me
Owner: C5 Rodeo
Bareback

BB solid - used 4 yrs, 19 pts every time. Good solid user, no issues.
Can be used in the SB, we haven't much because we got too
many. Very dependable

6 No Name
Owner: C5 Rodeo
Bareback

Haven't used this horse much. BB collage rodeos, Indian rodeos,
needs use has been outstanding and has been alright depending on
rider. Don't use enough, needs to be used. Solid big professional
horse.
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900 Moe Joe Bones
Owner: C5 Rodeo
Bareback/Saddle Bronc

Purchased at Las Vegas SB futurity sale. Used 2 yrs at pro rodeos.
We've given this horse every chance not a bronc. He bucks in the
BB jump and kicks down the pen marked ok. Needs to go some one
that draws the horses at the rodeo not the pro rodeo office. Bucks
every time, solid, dependable.

X07 Oak

Owner: C5 Rodeo
Bought at OKC sale. Not used much really. Don't know a lot, he’s a user
18-20pts marks.

49 Fireworks

Owner: C5 Rodeo
SB

Used 4 yrs. At both Pro and Amateur rodeos. 18-19 pt.
Solid, good user. Bought from Art Frances.
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